Banner Troubleshooting

Spanish

SPANISH 1507
Freshman ONLY sections are 001, 005, 009, 012, 013
OPEN to ALL sections are 002, 004, 006, 007, 008, 010, 016
Honors only is H01

SPANISH 2301
Freshman and sophomores ONLY- Section 10
Honors ONLY- Section H01
All other sections are open to everyone

SPANISH 2302
ALL other sections are open for anyone EXCEPT Section H01 (Honors ONLY)

ZOOLOGY 2403      A&P I
Distance Education ONLY sections are D01 and D51
Lubbock Students ONLY sections are D02 and D52

ZOOLOGY 2404      A&P II
Distance Education ONLY sections are D01 and D51
Lubbock Online Students ONLY sections are D02 and D52

ZOOLOGY 3303
Distance Education ONLY section are D01
Lubbock Students ONLY sections are D02 and D03

CAMPUS RESTRICTION ERROR
Reason #1   Class is not offered in Lubbock. Check campus designation!
TLB- Lubbock
TWC- Waco

Reason #2   Class is a Distance Ed class and the campus designation is TDE. Most of these classes are restricted to Distance Ed students only until 3-4 weeks before fall classes begin.

** Note – BIOL 4301-D76 Environmental Plant Physiology
We are not issuing permits at this time!

FIELD OF STUDY RESTRICTION ERROR indicates that this section is reserved for students in that major.
E.g. CHEM 1307-001 is restricted to Chemistry Majors only.

PERMISSION FROM INSTRUCTOR ERROR will occur if you try and enroll in any BIOL 4110 or 4301 course with receiving a permit from your advisor. If you have taken the necessary pre-reqs for any of our BIOL 4110 or 4301 classes, contact your advisor with your name, R#, and course title and ask for a permit.
LINKED CLASS ERROR – Some classes require that you enroll in two parts. You will know there is a linked class if you are looking at the Registration screen and on the right side you see “View Linked” This is true for classes such as BIOL 1403 and 1404, PHYS 1403 and 1404.

See example below: